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ABSTRACT
A physical mechanism based on density current dynamics is proposed to explain the generation of low-level
vertical vorticity in supercells. Thismechanismmay serve as one explanation for the associative relationship between
environmental low-level vertical shear and the occurrence of significant tornadoes. Themechanism proposed herein
represents an indirect connection to the generation of strong surface-based rotation: the barotropic horizontal
vorticity associated with the vertical shear acts to amplify existing rotation but does not directly contribute to surface
rotation. The proposed mechanism couples the likelihood of a tornado to the vertical shear through the pattern of
vertical motion induced through interaction of a deformed gust front and the environmental vertical shear.
Results from the experiments conducted to test the veracity of the proposed mechanism illustrate that inferred
patterns of tilting and vortex line orientation are consistent with the generation of positive vertical vorticity near
the axis of the existing mesocyclone and negative vertical vorticity along the rear-flank gust front. Moreover,
inferred tilting is found to scale with the magnitude of the environmental vertical shear, consistent with the
climatologies that motivate this work. Experiments also reveal that the proposedmechanism is capable of relating
boundary deformation, mesocyclone strength, and hodograph shape to the ultimate likelihood of tornadogenesis.
1. Introduction
Climatologies of atmospheric soundings in proximity
to tornadic supercells have revealed that tornadoes
(particularly significant ones) tend to be found in envi-
ronments with strong low-level vertical wind shear–storm-
relative helicity (Kerr and Darkow 1996; Markowski et al.
1998, 2003; Monteverdi et al. 2003; Thompson et al. 2003;
Craven and Brooks 2004; Dupilka andReuter 2006;Miller
2006; Esterheld and Giuliano 2008). In many circum-
stances, themost relevant shear for discriminating between
tornadic and nontornadic supercells is found to be shal-
lower than the inflow layer and is typically taken to be the
layer from the surface to ;1km AGL. In fact, there is
evidence that the shear over the lowest 0.5km may be the
most important for the formation of significant tornadoes
(Miller 2006; Esterheld and Giuliano 2008). Proposed and
evaluated herein is a physical relationship between the
vertical shear and the supercell gust front that might con-
tribute to the explanation for the associative relationship
between low-level vertical shear and the occurrence of
significant tornadoes.
Tornadogenesis, the formation of a concentrated
vortex in contact with the cloud and the ground, requires
amplificationof surface vertical vorticity to tornado strength
through convergence–stretching often associated with the
storm’s airmass boundaries or self-generated as in the dy-
namic pipe effect (Trapp and Davies-Jones 1997). There-
fore, it can be deduced that the sensitivity of significant
tornado occurrence to the magnitude of the environmental
low-level vertical shear must be explained in terms of 1)
mechanisms that generate vertical vorticity at the surface
and/or 2) mechanisms that stretch existing vertical vorticity
to tornado strength. These two classes of causal connections
will be referred to as direct (horizontal vorticity of the
environmental low-level vertical shear directly con-
tributes to the rotation of the tornado) and indirect
(environmental low-level vertical shear amplifies ex-
isting rotation), respectively.
Idealized ‘‘pseudostorm’’ simulations reveal a re-
sponse in the dynamic pressure field to the strength of
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the environmental vertical shear that offers compelling
evidence in support of the indirect role of low-level
vertical shear in tornadogenesis (Markowski and
Richardson 2014). Specifically, for an updraft simulated
through parameterized latent heating and without pre-
cipitation or associated cold pools, an approximate
doubling of the 0–1-km storm-relative helicity (SRH)
results in a more than fivefold increase in the upward
vertical pressure gradient force in the 0–1-km layer
(Markowski and Richardson 2014). This sensitivity is
almost entirely attributable to dynamically induced
pressure deficits associated with low-level vertical vor-
ticity that are generated through the tilting of horizontal
vorticity of the environmental vertical shear (henceforth
referred to as barotropic horizontal vorticity). This is the
same process responsible for supercell maintenance and
midlevel mesocyclone generation (Rotunno and Klemp
1982, 1985; Weisman and Rotunno 2000). Thus, these
results indicate that, in environments with strong low-
level shear, the base of the midlevel mesocyclone is es-
sentially lowered, resulting in more vigorous low-level
ascent that can indirectly increase surface rotation
through stretching (Markowski and Richardson 2014).
Through tilting, the barotropic horizontal vorticity as-
sociated with the low-level vertical shear could directly
contribute to the formation of surface rotation or to the
above-surface mesocyclone whose angular momentum is
transported to the surface. However, upward tilting of
horizontal vorticity cannot explain the generation of ver-
tical vorticity at the surface (Davies-Jones 1982; Davies-
Jones et al. 2001; Davies-Jones and Markowski 2013),1
and while the depression of vortex lines provides a theo-
retical means by which surface rotation can be generated
from barotropic horizontal vorticity (Walko 1993), the
‘‘U shaped’’ vortex lines that would manifest from this
process are not commonly observed (Markowski et al.
2008). Moreover, trajectory analysis of select observed
and modeled supercells (Markowski et al. 2012b; Dahl
et al. 2014) underscores the minimal impact of barotropic
horizontal vorticity and dominant role of baroclinically
generated horizontal vorticity on the development of
near-surface vertical vorticity. The downward transport
of angular momentum by rain curtains along the margins
of an above-surface mesocyclone could theoretically
‘‘recycle’’ mesocyclonic angular momentum and lead to
surface rotation (Fujita 1975; Davies-Jones 2008). Since
the barotropic horizontal vorticity can contribute to an-
gular momentum within the aboveground mesocyclone
(as reviewed above), a direct causal connection can be
made between the vertical shear and tornadogenesis.
However, this process would also result in U-shaped vor-
tex lines (Davies-Jones 2015) and would ostensibly be in-
consistent with observations. Whether or not this process
operates on scales that are resolved in typical storm-scale
observations (e.g., Markowski et al. 2012a) is not clear.
On balance, research to date indicates that the direct
role of vertical shear on tornadogenesis is less plausible
than the indirect role. The mechanism proposed herein is
also indirect. It builds on the work of Houston (2016,
hereafter H16), who posits that the interaction of a su-
percell gust front with the environmental vertical shear
will produce upward motion both ahead of and behind
(within the cool air) the gust front that scales directly with
1) themagnitude of the vertical shear and 2) the degree of
gust front deformation. It is proposed here that this gust
front–shear interaction can yield a pattern of vertical
motion along the gust front that ultimately supports
stretching of (baroclinically generated) low-level vertical
vorticity in place near the inflection (occlusion) of the gust
front.Moreover, it is proposed that the induced stretching
will scale directlywith themagnitude of the vertical shear,
consistent with observed sensitivity of significant torna-
does to low-level vertical shear reviewed above.
In the work of H16, simulated upward motion both
ahead of and behind a gust front in place beneath a deep
convective updraft is largest when the boundary-normal
shear is directed in opposition to the density gradient
across the boundary (positive shear) and smallest when
the boundary-normal shear is in the same direction as
the density gradient (negative shear). This result is
consistent with the steady-state analytic density current
solution of Xu (1992), particularly in regards to the
sensitivity of middepth slope of the front to the vertical
shear (illustrated schematically in the inset panels of
Fig. 1). However, the inclusion of a deep convective
updraft in the H16 simulations leads to an additional
explanation: strong (as well as deep) ascent is favored in
positive shear because the deep positively buoyant as-
cent associated with the surmounting updraft is spatially
juxtaposed (phased) with the rising motion associated
with density current dynamics. Gust front deformation
(Fig. 1) will alter the local magnitude of the boundary-
normal component of the vertical shear. Thus, regions of
enhanced ascent may develop where the boundary-
normal component of the vertical shear is locally en-
hanced. As illustrated in Fig. 1, in the presence of a
1 It is important to note that, under no-slip surface conditions,
z 5 0 at the surface. Moreover, regardless of surface conditions,
surface z does not exist in numericalmodels utilizing anArakawaC
grid where the lowest model level z is defined at z 5 0.5Dz. For
near-surface points, upward tilting of horizontal vorticity can
produce vertical vorticity, though, as noted by Davies-Jones and
Markowski (2013), near-surface vertical vorticity generated
through upward tilting of barotropic horizontal vorticity is much
smaller than the background horizontal vorticity.
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‘‘kinked’’ hodograph, a deformed gust front would be
characterized by 1) locally enhanced vertical motion on
the rear-flank side of the boundary inflection and 2) an
associated along-boundary gradient in vertical motion.
Enhanced upward motion near and just on the rear-
flank side of the boundary inflection could ostensibly
increase stretching of near-surface vertical vorticity
(purple vortex line in Fig. 1) that has been generated
FIG. 1. Schematic illustrating the proposed mechanism. In all panels, dark gray shading indicates outflow air. The
FFDB andRFGF are illustrated using conventional frontal symbols. Gray arrows in the top-down view indicate the
direction and relative magnitude of the surface-to-LCL boundary-normal wind shear based on the example ho-
dograph. Regions of upward motion inferred from the sign of the boundary-normal component of the low-level
vertical shear are shaded in the top-down view. Inset panels to the left of the top-down view indicate cross sections
through the outflowwith vertical velocity shaded and cloud boundary illustratedwith a black curve. Vortex lines are
indicated with orange, blue, and purple ribbons in the perspective view. ‘‘Vertical’’ arrows in the perspective view
indicate the relative magnitude of the vertical velocity along the boundary that results from the interaction of the
outflow with the boundary-normal shear.
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through, for example, ‘‘feet first’’ tilting of baroclinically
generated horizontal vorticity (Davies-Jones and
Brooks 1993). A more likely scenario is that the lateral
gradient of vertical motion along trajectories terminat-
ing in the low-level mesocyclone (orange and blue vor-
tex lines in Fig. 1) could promote tilting of barotropic
horizontal vorticity (orange vortex line) and baroclinic
horizontal vorticity (blue vortex line). The resulting
dynamically induced acceleration associated with am-
plified low-level vertical vorticity (e.g., Markowski and
Richardson 2014) would further stretch near-surface
vertical vorticity. Ultimately, the process hypothesized
herein couples the likelihood of a tornado to the vertical
shear through the pattern of vertical motion induced
through interaction of a deformed gust front and the
environmental vertical shear.
The purpose of the research presented in this article is
to evaluate the veracity of the proposed process through
simple analytical experiments. While by no means ca-
pable of testing the above hypothesis, the aim of these
experiments is to establish whether the inferred
stretching and tilting of vorticity exhibits sensitivities to
vertical shear magnitude, vertical shear direction, and
boundary deformation that are roughly consistent with
observations. Density current dynamics are but one of
several sources of vertical motion relevant in supercells.
The focus of this work is to isolate the role played by
density current dynamics and determine if this mecha-
nism responds to the environmental shear in a way
consistent with observations. Deconvolving the multiple
sources of vertical motion is nearly impossible without
simple experiments like the ones conducted for this
work; by design, these simple experiments neglect the
interactions with (and impacts of) the other sources of
vertical motion. This article proceeds with a description
of the experiment methodology in section 2. Results of
the experiments are presented in section 3 followed by a
discussion of results in section 4 and a summary of
conclusions in section 5.
2. Experiment design
The procedure adopted for each of the numerical ex-
periments is as follows (details are provided in the fol-
lowing subsections). First, a base-state vertical wind
profile is developed using an ambient sounding modified
with scaling parameters that define the experiment pa-
rameter space. A heterogeneous three-dimensional (3D)
wind field is then built using an analytic mesocyclonic
wind field imposed upon the base state conditions. This
heterogeneous wind field accounts for the theoretical
impact of the storm on the otherwise horizontally ho-
mogeneous flow. Next, a theoretical supercell airmass
boundary, which includes both the forward-flank down-
draft boundary (FFDB) and rear-flank gust front (RFGF;
Fig. 1) is imposed within the 3D wind field. The degree
of boundary deformation will serve as an additional ex-
periment parameter; boundary position/orientation does
not change with the imposed flow field. The depth of the
density current at all points along the boundary is then
calculated using the component of the vertical shear
normal to the boundary at each point. The depth will vary
along the boundary because the boundary-normal com-
ponent of the vertical shear responds to both the het-
erogeneous wind field and boundary deformation. While
modification of the flow field within the negatively
buoyant air behind the boundary is to be expected, it is
only represented implicitly in the response of density
current characteristics (namely depth) to the vertical
shear. Density current depth along with the along-
boundary gradient in depth are then evaluated as prox-
ies for w and =w.
a. Analytic density current solution in sheared flow
The Xu (1992) analytic solution provides a method of
quantifying density current characteristics for a given
environmental shear. The analytic density current so-
lution is used in this work because it isolates the role of
vertical shear on density current structure; the impacts
of source depth, temperature deficit (removed in the
analytic solution via nondimensionalization), and other
complexities are excluded.
For a single external parameter, the constant non-
dimensional environmental (upstream) vertical shear (a),
the Xu (1992) solution yields the steady-state nondimen-
sional density current depth (h). Nondimensionalization
is achieved using a length scaling ofH0, equivalent to the
domain depth, and velocity scaling of U0 [ (gH0Dr /r
2
0)
where g is the gravitational acceleration, Dr is the
(constant) density excess within the density current, and
r0 is the (constant) environmental density. Density
current depth can then be related to vertical motion,
both ahead of and just behind the gust front through a
numerical model (see appendix). The result is vertical
motion that scales directly with the vertical shear where
positive (negative) shear represents shear in the oppo-
site direction of (same direction as) the density gradient
across the gust front. In the following experiments, it will
be assumed that nondimensional w on both sides of the
gust front can be represented by h. (It is not assumed
that the outflow depth along actual supercell gust fronts
exactly matches the value of h predicted by the analytic
solution; h is merely used as a proxy for w.)
The principal assumptions of the analytic density current
solution are summarized in the appendix. Particular at-
tention is directed here to the assumptions underpinning
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the relationship between the vertical shear and vertical
motion. This relationship can be inferred from the analytic
solution, but it is also reflected in the numerical experi-
ments ofH16 forwhich a density current is simulated along
with a strong, buoyant updraft within a two-dimensional
(2D) full-tropospheric domain. Although these experi-
ments do not include a number of assumptions of the an-
alytic solution (see appendix), the simulations are still
highly idealized. Chief among the assumptions shared by
both the analytic solution and the experiments of H16 is
two-dimensionality.
Three-dimensionality is built into the procedure used
here through the along-boundary variation of boundary-
normal wind shear; however, three-dimensionality may
emerge in actual density currents because of along-
boundary forces. These forces could result from shear-
ing and lobe and cleft instabilities as well as surface
heterogeneities. They could also result from surmount-
ing deep convection. Furthermore, the imposed three-
dimensionality presumes that the boundary-normal
structure of a density current at every point along the
boundary can be represented by a two-dimensional
density current in an environment with the associated
boundary-normal wind shear. However, the along-
boundary (cross plane) forces, some of which are men-
tioned above, could render this a poor assumption.
To test the degree to which the boundary-normal
structure of a three-dimensional density current can be
faithfully represented in two dimensions, a set of nu-
merical experiments are conducted with the Illinois
Collaborative Model for Multiscale Atmospheric
Simulations (ICOMMAS; Houston and Wilhelmson
2012). Eight three-dimensional simulations of a density
current spreading away from a localized cold source
with a 25-K temperature perturbation are conducted
with eight values of zonal vertical wind shear ranging
from 20.02 to 0.02 s21 (refer to Table 1 for additional
specifications on these simulations). The simulated non-
dimensional depth (~h), maximum vertical motion ahead of
the gust front [max(~wa)], and maximum vertical motion
behind the gust front [max(~wb); the maximum vertical
velocity for locations with a temperature perturbation of
at least 22.5K] are then collected and compared to the
structure expected of two-dimensional density currents.
Results2 indicate that the boundary-normal den-
sity current depth simulated in three dimensions ( ~h)
is generally larger than that predicted by the two-
dimensional analytic solution (Fig. 2). However, like the
analytic solution, ~h generally increases with increasing
vertical shear (a). Moreover, maximum upward motion
both ahead of and behind the three-dimensional density
current gust front increases with increasing ~h (Fig. 3).
While the analytic solution does not actually predict the
vertical motion at the gust front (see appendix), it can be
shown that the upward motion will scale directly with the
vertical shear (H16).
The above analysis focuses on the typical convex gust
front associated with an expanding density current. It is
likely that for highly deformed (wrapped up) gust fronts,
the associated scale contraction of the boundary may
yield significant along-boundary forces. Thus, while
neglecting the third dimension is necessary to isolate the
possible role of the proposed physical relationship be-
tween vertical shear and supercell gust fronts, this
mechanism may become less applicable for highly de-
formed gust fronts.
b. Experiment parameter space
In all experiments, the horizontally homogeneous,
ambient environment is developed from a sounding re-
leased by the Norman, Oklahoma, National Weather
Service office during the 3 May 1999 central Oklahoma
tornado outbreak (the associated hodograph is plotted
as a broken curve in Fig. 4; plotted in nondimensional
space). As mentioned above, the Xu (1992) analytic
solution requires constant shear across the control vol-
ume. For these experiments, the control volume is set to
TABLE 1. ICOMMAS specifications.
Domain size 15 km 3 15 km 3 2.5 km
Grid spacing Dx 5 Dy 5 100 m
Dz 5 50 m
Upper/lower boundary
conditions
Free slip
Lateral boundary
conditions
Open/radiative
Base-state
thermodynamic profile
du
dz
5

53 1024 Km21; z# 1000m
13 1022 Km21; z. 1000m
No moisture
Base-state zonal
wind (u)
du/dz (s21; lowest
1000 m)
u (m s21 at
z5 25 m)
20.020 22.0
20.015 22.6
20.010 23.3
20.005 24.2
0.005 26.8
0.010 28.2
0.015 29.9
0.020 211.7
Base-state
meridional wind (y)
y5 6:4m s21
2 Nondimensionalization of all quantities follows Xu (1992) with
H0 5 1000m and U0 5 12.8m s
21. Note that H0 is typically taken
to be the domain depth but is treated as the layer beneath the
inversion for these results.
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span the layer below the LCL (located at an approxi-
mate height of 600m for the 3 May 1999 sounding).
Therefore, small modifications to the 3 May 1999 ho-
dograph are required (Fig. 4). Nevertheless, the result-
ing wind profile yields a 0–LCL shear and SRH of
18.6 3 1023 s21 and 206m2 s22, respectively.
The constant potential temperature perturbation
within the assumed density current is set to be23K, and
the environmental potential temperature is set to be
300K, which yields U0 5 7.7m s
21 for H0 5 600m. All
analysis will be done in nondimensional space using
these values of H0 and U0.
Each experiment is defined based on a particular
combination of four independent parameters: 1) low-
level vertical shear magnitude, 2) low-level vertical shear
direction, 3) mesocyclone strength, and 4) boundary de-
formation. The parameters that control the vertical shear
are applied to the low levels of the ambient sounding,
described above, and the resulting wind profile is set as
the (horizontally homogeneous) base state. The imposed
mesocyclone produces a horizontally heterogeneous
perturbation to the base state wind profile. Although
perhaps counterintuitive to include the mesocyclone
strength as a free parameter, since, according to the
proposed mechanism, the mesocyclone strength is sup-
posed to depend on the other three parameters, the flow
of the mesocyclone must be considered when treating the
vertical shear beneath the stormwhere the approximately
horizontally homogeneous winds in the far field can no
longer be assumed.
Interexperiment differences in the base-state envi-
ronmental shear magnitude are imposed through a
multiplicative scaling factor s, which is applied to the
ambient winds between the surface and the LCL. In-
terexperiment differences in the base-state environ-
mental shear direction are imposed through an additive
scaling factor d that changes the shear direction by
FIG. 2. Xu (1992) analytic solution of nondimensional density
current depth (h; black curve) and nondimensional depth re-
sulting from the 3D numerical simulations conducted for this
work ( ~h; circles) plotted as a function of the boundary-normal
component of the nondimensional environmental (upstream)
shear (a).
FIG. 3. Numerically simulated nondimensional maximum vertical velocity as a function of simulated non-
dimensional depth ~h. (a) Maximum vertical velocity ahead of the density current gust front and (b) behind the
density current gust front (locations with a temperature perturbation of at least22.5 K). A linear least squares fit is
illustrated with a broken line for reference.
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changing the surface wind velocity. Hodographs for five
values of s (for d 5 08) are illustrated in Fig. 4 (surface
winds are illustrated with filled circles). Values of s used
in all experiments range from 0.25 to 1.25, corresponding
to a shearmagnitude range of 4.63 1023–23.33 1023 s21.
Hodographs for six values of d ranging from2908 to1608
are also illustrated in Fig. 4 (surface winds are illustrated
with open squares).
The horizontally heterogeneous wind field perturba-
tion associated with the mesocyclone is imposed using a
Beltrami flow (Davies-Jones 2002, 2008). The Beltrami
solution is characterized by a rotating updraft that in-
cludes both mesocyclonic rotation (tangential flow)
and a radial component to the flow.3 Davies-Jones
(2002) developed a steady-state, inviscid, axisymmetric
Beltrami solution, based on a Boussinesq, adiabatic
system of equations, that is given by nondimensional
expressions for the radial wind (ŷr), tangential wind (ŷt),
and vertical wind (ŵ).4 The Beltrami flow is given
by ŷr 52(m/k)J1(kr̂) cos(mẑ), ŷt 5 (l/k)J1(kr̂) sin(mẑ),
ŵ5 J0(kr̂) sin(mẑ), where m5 p, l5 2p is the constant
abnormality, k5 (l2 2m2) and Jn is the Bessel function
of order n. Figure 5 illustrates the distributions of ŷt, ŷr,
and [(›ŷt/›ẑ)
2 1 (›ŷr/›ẑ)
2]1/2. The nondimensional wind
field can be scaled up using the maximum vertical ve-
locity W1 and the spatial dimensions can be scaled up
using the depth of the updraft, H1. The radius of
maximum wind (r̂max) for this solution is defined as the
radius where J01(kr̂) first equals zero, which, for the
values of l and m given above, is a nondimensional
radius of 0.338. The footprint of the perturbation (i.e.,
the width of the mesocyclone) is defined based on the
radius at which J1(kr̂) first equals 0 or 0.704. For H1 5
10 km, the radius of maximum wind and mesocyclone
width are 3.38 and 7.04 km, respectively. Themaximum
tangential wind (ŷtmax) associated with this Beltrami
solution is given by ŷtmax 5 (l/k)J1(kr̂max) sin(mẑ) and,
for W1 5 40m s
21, yields a scaled-up maximum tan-
gential wind of 26.9m s21 at 5 km and 5.0m s21 at the
LCL. The requirement of constant vertical shear across
the depth of the analytic density current control vol-
ume (equivalent to ẑ5 LCL/H1) is still met to a good
approximation within the wind field that includes the
Beltrami perturbation (Fig. 5).
To develop the full wind field that includes the hori-
zontally homogeneous base state (environmental) winds
and horizontally heterogeneous perturbation (meso-
cyclonic) winds, both contributions to the wind field are
first scaled up. The full fields are then developed. The
full fields and the spatial dimensions are then non-
dimensionalized using H0 and U0. All fields presented
hereafter have been nondimensionalized in this way.
Interexperiment differences in the strength of the
Beltrami flow (mesocyclone strength) are imposed
through a multiplicative scaling factor m. For these ex-
periments, m ranges from 0.5 to 2. An example full wind
field constructed with a base state (environmental) wind
defined using s 5 1 and d 5 08 and a perturbation with
mesocyclone strength m 5 1 is illustrated in Fig. 6a.
For each experiment, the reference configuration of
the boundary is undeformed with an orientation based
on the base-state wind profile for the particular experi-
ment. It is assumed that the initial gust front orientation
should roughly match the orientation of the forward
‘‘wing’’ of the canonical supercell precipitation field. It is
FIG. 4. Hodographs of nondimensional wind profiles used for the
experiments conducted for this work. The dashed gray curve is the
original 3May 1999wind profile fromwhich the initial wind profiles
are derived. The portion of this profile above the LCL is used for all
experiments. The wind profile between the LCL and surface varies
between experiments. Filled circles indicate the surface wind ve-
locity for five example wind profiles used to examine the sensitivity
to low-level shear magnitude; the associated s value is listed. Open
squares indicate the surface wind velocity for six example wind
profiles used to examine the sensitivity to low-level shear direction;
the associated d values are indicated.
3 Beltrami flow is a solution applicable to a steady-state rotating
updraft for environments characterized by a circular hodograph
(Davies-Jones 2002). This is inconsistent with the independent
prescription of hodograph shape used here. However, absent a
satisfactory alternative for prescribing an easilymodulated rotating
updraft, the Beltrami flow is used.
4 Because nondimensionalization of the Beltrami solution is
based on constants that differ from those used to nondimension-
alize the analytic density current solution (i.e., H0 and U0), the
‘‘carat’’ is used for the terms involved in the Beltrami solution.
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further assumed that the orientation of this feature is a
function of storm motion and tropospheric mean winds.
Thus, the reference gust front orientation is calculated
as the vector difference between the estimated motion
of a supercell supported by the wind profile based on the
Bunkers method (Bunkers et al. 2000) and the 0–6-km
density-weighted mean wind vector. For the original
3 May 1999 sounding, this method would have produced
a boundary orientation of 3.48 north of east (south
of west).
The degree of boundary deformation for each ex-
periment is imposed through an additive scaling factor g
defined as the azimuthal displacement of the RFGF
from the reference orientation at the radius of maximum
mesocyclonic wind (rmax; Fig. 6b). The particular
boundary position is controlled via azimuthal displace-
ment, Df(r), calculated based on the three-parameter
vortex model of Proud et al. (2009) such that
Df(r)5 r
max
gbf (r) ,
where
f (r)5b

r
max
r2max 1 r
2
1
2r3max
3r4max 1 r
4

,
and r is the radius. The deformation of the RFGF and
the FFDB differ to remain consistent with typical su-
percell boundary orientations observed and simulated.
The parameter b controls the difference in deformation
for the RFGF and the FFDB such that
FIG. 6. (a) Horizontal wind field at the surface (small gray arrows), surface-to-LCL shear (black arrows), streamfunction for the
mesocyclonic perturbation at the LCL (gray contours), and boundary isochrone (thick curve) for the experiment in which s 5 1 , d5 08,
m 5 1, and g 5 908. The legend for each of the two vector arrows is given in the lower left of the figure. The shaded region is included to
indicate the position of the outflow associated with the boundary. (b) Along with the surface-to-LCL vertical shear, four boundary
deformations, corresponding to g values of 08, 458, 908, and 1358, are illustrated.
FIG. 5. Beltrami flow for the tangential component of the flow (ŷt ;
continuous contours), the radial component (ŷr ; broken contours),
and magnitude of the vertical shear [(›ŷt/›ẑ)
2 1 (›ŷr/›ẑ)
2]1/2
(shading). All values have been nondimensionalizedwithW1 andH1.
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b5
( 1;RFGF
exp 2(2r/r
max
)exp 2(2r/rmax)
1/2
  
; FFDB
.
Values of g range from08 to 1358, whereg5 08 represents
the reference (undeformed) orientation (Fig. 6b).
Decoupling mesocyclone strength and boundary
deformation might seem to be counterintuitive since
mesocyclone strength ostensibly impacts boundary
deformation. However, this decoupling facilitates
evaluation of the reciprocal relationship: the impact
of boundary deformation on mesocyclone strength.
Each experiment is conducted following a similar
procedure: 1) a full wind field is developed by modifying
the ambient sounding with a value of s and a value of d
to create a horizontally homogeneous base-state wind
to which a mesocyclone perturbation, whose strength
is regulated by m, is applied; 2) a supercell airmass
boundary (which includes both the FFDB and RFGF)
with a particular value of g is imposed; and 3) the depth
of the density current (h, used as a proxy for w) and =bh
(the along-boundary gradient in h used as a proxy for
=w) are calculated at each point on the boundary from
the Xu (1992) analytic solution using the component of
the vertical shear normal to the boundary at each point.5
3. Results
The distribution of h (and inferred w) along the
theoretical airmass boundary across nearly all combi-
nations of shear magnitude (s), shear direction (d),
mesocyclone strength (m), and boundary deformation
(g) is characterized by higher values along the RFGF
and lower values along the FFDB (Figs. 7a–10a).
Accordingly, a positive =bh (and inferred =w) is found
across the mesocyclone axis. In fact, for nearly every
experiment, the maximum =bh (hereafter =bhjmax) that
is greater than zero is simulated within a distance
of;(1/3)rmax from the axis. Thus, tilting of baroclinic and
barotropic horizontal vorticity should be maximized
near the mesocyclone center.
Assuming that along-boundary vortex lines are in
place in the outflow just on the cool side of the boundary
(e.g., blue vortex line in Fig. 1) and that ascent resulting
from the proposed mechanism exists along these vortex
lines, then the radial profile of h predicted here can be
loosely interpreted as the shape that these vortex lines
would assume within the associated along-boundary
vertical velocity gradient. Actual vortex lines’ shape–
orientation are also impacted by baroclinicity and tur-
bulence (Markowski et al. 2008) and cannot necessarily
be treated as material lines. Nevertheless, as in the
conceptual model of vortex lines developed by
Markowski et al. (2008), in this experiment set, vortex
lines near the mesocyclone axis would form arches
(e.g., Figs. 7a–10a). On the side of the arch nearest to the
mesocyclone axis, positive vertical vorticity would be
generated, and on the RFGF side of the arch, negative
vertical vorticity would be generated. Thus, as in the
Markowski et al. (2008) conceptual model, the mecha-
nism proposed here not only produces positive vertical
vorticity near themesocyclone axis but also results in the
generation of counterrotating vortices along the RFGF.
As posited by Straka et al. (2007, p. 2), ‘‘Whatever hy-
potheses are suggested for supercell tornado cyclone
formation, they should explain the occurrence of coun-
terrotating vortices connected by a gust front.’’
For a shear direction (d) of 0, mesocyclone strength (m)
of 1, and boundary deformation (g) of 90, hjmax (maxi-
mum h), hjmc (h at the mesocyclone center), and =bhjmax
all scale directly with the shear magnitude (s; Figs. 7a–c).
The distributions of h as a function of range (Fig. 7a)
indicate that the increase in=bhjmax with increasing shear
magnitude is driven by both an increase in h along the
RFGF and decrease in h along the FFDB–left-flank
convergence boundary (LFCB). As reflected in the re-
lationship between the vertical shear and the boundary
illustrated in Figs. 7b,c, this increase (decrease) in h along
the RFGF (FFDB–LFCB) is a consequence of the in-
crease (decrease) in the magnitude of the boundary-
normal component of the vertical shear.
The direct relationship between =bhjmax and s is re-
flected across almost the entire parameter space
(Figs. 7d–f). The direct relationship between hjmax and s
and hjmc and s tends to hold over most combinations of
d, m, and g except for the largest values of d (the most
kinked hodographs; Figs. 7g,j) and small values of g
(small deformation; Figs. 7i,l). Ultimately, these results
are consistent with an along-boundary distribution of
vertical motion near the mesocyclone center that yields
tilting of baroclinic horizontal vorticity (inferred from
=bhjmax), tilting of barotropic horizontal vorticity (in-
ferred from =bhjmax, hjmc, and hjmax), and stretching of
vertical vorticity (inferred from hjmc and hjmax along
with inferred vertical vorticity generated through tilting)
that all generally scale directly with the magnitude of
the low-level vertical shear.
Similarly, across nearly the entire parameter space
considered, hjmax and =bhjmax (and the inferred tilting
and stretching of vorticity) are found to scale directly
5 The boundary-relative coordinate system used here is defined
such that the boundary-normal coordinate is directed opposite the
density current density gradient and the along-boundary co-
ordinate is directed from the FFDB to the RFGF.
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FIG. 7. (a) Profile of h as a function of range along the boundary for five different values of low-level shear magnitude (s) for d 5 08,
m5 1, and g5 908. Filled (open) circle indicates the r of=bhjmax fors5 1.25 (s5 0.25). (b) Boundary isochrone fors5 0.25, d5 08,m5 1,
and g 5 908 shaded according to the value of =bh: warm colors indicate positive values and cool colors indicate negative values. The
streamfunction for the mesocyclonic perturbation at the LCL is illustrated with gray contours, and low-level shear vectors are illustrated
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with mesocyclone strength (m; Fig. 8). The Beltrami
solution imposes a tangential flow that goes to zero at
the surface. Consequently, a multiplicative scaling of the
mesocyclone strength results in an increase in the tan-
gential shear. Thus, a stronger mesocyclone increases
the magnitude of the boundary-normal shear (Figs. 8b,c).
Changes in mesocyclone strength do not alter the flow at
the mesocyclone center; thus, hjmc is largely independent
of mesocyclone strength (Figs. 8j–l).
Increased boundary deformation (g) results in in-
creased =bhjmax and significant increases in hjmax and
hjmc over most of the parameter space (Fig. 9). Thus,
according to the proposedmechanism, a more deformed
boundary should increase tilting and stretching of vor-
ticity. The increase in =bhjmax for more deformed
boundaries is driven almost entirely by the increased
depth of RFD outflow (Fig. 9a); the outflow depth along
the forward flank changes very little. Deeper outflows
along more deformed RFGFs occur because the de-
formed boundary increases the boundary-normal com-
ponent of the vertical shear (Figs. 9b,c).
In contrast to shear magnitude, shear direction (d)
exhibits a more complex relationship with the inferred
distribution of w. Across nearly the entire parameter
space, the density current height beneath the mesocy-
clone (hjmc) scales inversely with d (Figs. 10a,j–l). Sim-
ilarly, much of the parameter space is characterized by
an inverse relationship between hjmax and d (Figs. 10g–i).
Thus, in general, the height of the density current
increases as the hodograph becomes straighter. This
behavior is a consequence of the increased normal
component of the shear along the RFGF near the me-
socyclone axis (Figs. 10b,c).
In contrast, =bhjmax generally increases directly with d
for d , 0 and inversely for d . 0 with maximum =bhjmax
at d ; 2208 (Figs. 10d–f). Kinked hodographs are often
regarded as favorable for the formation of significant
tornadoes (Thompson and Edwards 2000; Miller 2006;
Esterheld and Giuliano 2008; Corfidi et al. 2010). That
hjmax and hjmc scale inversely with the ‘‘abruptness’’ of
the kink in the soundings used (Fig. 4) suggests a limit
to the application of the mechanism proposed herein
(discussed more in section 4). However, it is important to
note that while a kink may be a significant characteristic
of the environmental winds, the abruptness may not. In
the soundings used for these experiments, the non-
dimensional 0–LCL SRH (calculated using Bunkers
storm motion) does not increase monotonically with d
(Fig. 10f, gray contours) but instead peaks at d ; 2338
(for s 5 1). It is important to note the similarity be-
tween the d values that maximize SRH and =bhjmax
(Figs. 10d–f).
4. Discussion
Results from the experiments presented here indicate
that both the magnitude and lateral gradient of inferred
vertical motion (and associated stretching and tilting of
vorticity) should generally increase with increasing
shear magnitude, increasing mesocyclone strength, and
increasing boundary deformation. While these experi-
ments deliberately decoupled these relationships (e.g.,
mesocyclone strength and boundary deformation are
independent) and were based on steady-state flow fields
(i.e., the mesocyclone was not allowed to intensify in
response to the action of the inferred vertical motion on
vorticity), the nonlinear and dynamic behavior of
inferred vertical motion to combinations of the in-
dependent parameters can still be considered.
Both hjmax and =bhjmax are found to increase mono-
tonically with increasing mesocyclone strength (Fig. 8).
If, as hypothesized, vertical motion along the gust front
gives rise to a stronger mesocyclone, then a positive
feedback loop may exist wherein an intensifying meso-
cyclone produces larger along-boundary gradients in
vertical velocity and thereby begets larger tilting and
stretching and a stronger mesocyclone. At some point in
the actual evolution of a mesocyclone toward becoming
tornadic, surface-based rotation is generated, and the
vertical shear should be affected, a process which would
mitigate this feedback loop.
The sensitivity of h and =bh to boundary deformation
enables consideration of how the processes responsible
for low-level mesocyclone intensification might change
in response to a dynamic, progressively deforming
boundary. Assuming airmass boundary deformation
 
with arrows [with legend in lower part of (b)]. (c) As in (b), but for s 5 1.25. Square and triangle symbols are located at r5 rmax and are
included to provide reference points for (b) and (c). (d) Distribution of =bhjmax (contoured every 0.02) as a function of d and s for m5 1
and g5 908. (e) As in (d), but as a function of m and s for d5 08, and g5 908. (f) As in (d), but as a function of g and s for m5 1 and d5 08
(shading indicates portions of the distribution where ›(=bhjmax)/›s , 0). (g) As in (d), but for hjmax. (h) As in (e), but for hjmax [shading
indicates portions of the distribution where ›(hjmax)/›s , 0)]. (i) As in (f), but for hjmax [shading as in (h)]. (j) As in (d), but for hjmc
[shading indicates portions of the distribution where ›(hjmc)/›s, 0]. (k) As in (e), but for hjmc. (l) As in (f), but for hjmc [shading as in (j)].
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FIG. 8. (a) As in Fig. 7a, but for mesocyclone strength (m) for s5 1, d5 08, and g 5 908. (b) As in Fig. 7b, but for m5 0.5, s5 1, d5 08,
and g5 908. (c) As in (b), but for m5 2. (d) Distribution of =bhjmax (contoured every 0.02) as a function of s and m for d5 08 and g5 908.
(e) As in (d), but as a function of d andm for s5 1 and g5 908. (f) As in (d), but as a function of g and m for s5 1 and d5 08. (g) As in (d),
but for hjmax. (h) As in (e), but for hjmax. (i) As in (f), but for hjmax. (j) As in (d), but for hjmc [shading indicates portions of the distribution
where ›(hjmc)/›s , 0]. (k) As in (e), but for hjmc [shading as in (j)]. (l) As in (f), but for hjmc [shading as in (j)].
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FIG. 9. (a) As in Fig. 7a, but for boundary deformation (g) for s5 1, d5 08, andm5 1 (b)As in Fig. 7b, but for g5 458, s5 1, d5 08, and
m 5 1. (c) As in (b), but for g 5 1358. (d) Distribution of =bhjmax (contoured every 0.02) as a function of s and g for d 5 08, and m 5 1
[shading indicates portions of the distribution where ›(=bhjmax)/›g , 0]. (e) As in (d), but as a function of d and g for s 5 1 and m 5 1.
(f) As in (d), but as a function of m and g for s 5 1 and d5 08. (g) As in (d), but for hjmax. (h) As in (e), but for hjmax. (i) As in (f), but for
hjmax. (j) As in (d), but for hjmc. (k) As in (e), but for hjmc. (l) As in (f), but for hjmc.
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FIG. 10. (a) As in Fig. 7a, but for low-level shear direction (d) for s 5 1, m5 1, and g 5 908. (b) As in Fig. 7b, but for d52608, s 5 1,
m5 1, and g 5 908. (c) As in (b), but for d5 308. (d) Distribution of =bhjmax (contoured every 0.02) as a function of m and d for s5 1 and
g 5 908 [shading indicates portions of the distribution where ›(=bhjmax)/›d , 0]. Horizontal gray broken line indicates the value of d for
which SRH is largest. (e) As in (d), but as a function of g and d for s5 1 and m5 1. (f) As in (d), but as a function of s and d for m5 1 and
g5 908. Gray contours illustrate SRH contoured every 0.5. (g)As in (d), but for hjmax. (h)As in (e), but for hjmax. (i) As in (f), but for hjmax.
(j) As in (d), but for hjmc. (k) As in (e), but for hjmc. (l) As in (f), but for hjmc.
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that is, for a period of time, independent of mesocyclone
strength, based on the proposed mechanism, boundary
deformation alone could act to amplify the low-level
mesocyclone through amplification of the vertical ve-
locity along a storm’s boundary.
The sensitivity of inferred w to mesocyclone strength,
upon which the above supposition is based, depends on
the details of the mesocyclonic wind field that exits
within a storm. In the experiments presented here, a
Beltrami flowwas used.While this choice has little impact
on the sensitivity of inferred w to the vertical shear (not
shown), it does impact the sensitivity of inferred w to the
mesocyclone strength. For example, if the imposed flow
had no shear in the low levels (the mesocyclonic winds
extended to the surface), then there would be no sensi-
tivity of inferred w to mesocyclone strength.
The inconsistent relationship between SRH and both
hjmax and hjmc could mean that the impact of the low-
level shear direction on the generation of near-surface
rotation is not explained by its role in altering the
magnitude of vertical motion along the airmass bound-
aries. Instead, its role may only be to alter the lateral
gradient of vertical motion (inferred from =bhjmax),
which does exhibit a consistent relationship with SRH.
As an estimate of the magnitude of the streamwise
component of horizontal vorticity, SRH depends on
tilting to physically relate to the generation of low-level
vertical vorticity. The close correspondence between
SRH and =bhjmax (the latter of which serves as a proxy
for tilting through the inferred lateral gradient in verti-
cal motion) might offer some support for the proposed
connection between density current dynamics and the
generation of low-level vertical vorticity.
The maximum =bhjmax for a given d also depends on g
(Fig. 10e). If a progressively deforming boundary is as-
sumed, the undeformed (g = 0) boundary represents the
initial boundary configuration. The tilting that occurs in
this initial configuration is potentially important because
it could initiate positive feedbacks involving boundary
deformation and mesocyclone strength discussed above.
While the largest =bhjmax is found for kinked hodo-
graphs (Fig. 10e), the largest initial =bhjmax (at g 5 0)
and most rapid initial increase in tilting as a function of
g is associated with straighter (small d) hodographs
(Fig. 10e). For example, the initial value of =bhjmax at
d 5 308 is 0.030 but is 0.216 by the time the boundary
deforms to 1358. In contrast for d 5 2608, the initial
value is 0.042 and the maximum value (reached at
g 5 788) is 0.158. Based on the proposed mechanism,
straight hodographs would tend to produce more rapid
generation of low-level rotation provided that boundary
deformation can occur, and kinked hodographs would
tend to produce slower generation but, as long as significant
boundary deformation can occur, have the potential for
the largest generation through tilting. Assuming that the
likelihood of significant tornadoes can be inferred from
the distribution of SRH as a function of d, the fact that
the likelihood is maximized at neither straight nor se-
verely kinked hodographs suggests that severely kinked
hodographs require too much boundary deformation to
generate a sufficiently strong low-level mesocyclone and
straight hodographs fail to produce a sufficient peak
generation through tilting (as a function of g).
5. Conclusions
A physical mechanism based on density current dy-
namics has been proposed to explain the generation of
low-level vertical vorticity in supercells. Thismechanism
may serve as one explanation for the associative re-
lationship between environmental low-level vertical
shear and the occurrence of significant tornadoes. The
proposed mechanism is classified as an indirect genera-
tion mechanism because the environmental low-level
vertical shear amplifies existing rotation but does not
serve as a source of tornado rotation. The mechanism
couples the likelihood of a tornado to the vertical shear
through the pattern of vertical motion induced through
interaction of a deformed gust front and the environ-
mental vertical shear.
Experiments are conducted using a (homogeneous)
base state wind field modulated by a multiplicative
scaling factor (s) applied to low-level vertical shear
magnitude and additive scaling factor (d) for low-shear
direction. A 3D wind field is then generated by per-
turbing the base-state wind field using an axisymmetric
mesocyclone whose strength is regulated by a multipli-
cative scaling factor (m). An idealized supercell airmass
boundary (which includes both the FFDB and RFGF)
with a particular degree of deformation (g) is imposed.
The depth of the density current (used as a proxy for w)
and along-boundary gradient in depth (used as a proxy
for =w) are calculated at each point on the boundary
from an analytic density current solution using the
component of the vertical shear normal to the boundary
at each point. The parameters s, d,m, and g compose the
parameter space used for these experiments.
Experiment results are generally consistent with the
conceptual model illustrated in Fig. 1. Specifically,
across nearly all combinations of shear magnitude, shear
direction, and mesocyclone strength, a positive inferred
=w is found across the mesocyclone axis. Thus, tilting of
baroclinic and barotropic horizontal vorticity should be
maximized near the mesocyclone center. Moreover,
assuming that along-boundary vortex lines are in place
in the outflow just on the cool side of the boundary
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(e.g., blue vortex line in Fig. 1), themechanism proposed
here not only produces positive vertical vorticity near
themesocyclone axis but also results in the generation of
counterrotating vortices along the RFGF (Fig. 1).
The simulated sensitivity of the inferred distributions
of w and =w to the free parameters that compose the
parameter space examined here indicate that tilting and
stretching of vorticity produced by thismechanism should
generally increase with increasing low-level vertical shear
magnitude, increasing mesocyclone strength, and in-
creasing gust front deformation. In contrast to shear
magnitude, shear direction exhibits a more complex re-
lationship with the inferred distribution of w. Theoretical
maximum w increases nearly monotonically as the ho-
dograph becomes straighter; however, the inferred =w
peaks for moderately kinked hodographs d ; 2208 for
s5 1). The theoretical storm-relative helicity (SRH) also
peaks at moderately kinked hodographs (d ; 2338 for
s 5 1); it does not increase monotonically with the
abruptness of the hodograph kink. Since SRH depends
on tilting to physically relate to the generation of low-
level vertical vorticity, and since the inferred =w serves
as a proxy for tilting, the close correspondence between
SRH and inferred =w provides support for the proposed
connection between density current dynamics and the
generation of low-level vertical vorticity.
Approximate solutions associated with dynamic wind
fields and nonlinear interactions between parameters
(neither of which could be explicitly treated since the
wind fields were steady state and the free parameters
were independent) were considered as well. The sensi-
tivity of inferred vertical motion along the gust front
to the mesocyclone suggests that the proposed physi-
cal mechanism could involve a positive feedback loop
wherein an intensifying mesocyclone produces larger
along-boundary gradients in vertical velocity and
thereby begets larger tilting and stretching and a stron-
ger mesocyclone.Moreover, because inferred tilting and
stretching scales directly with boundary deformation, it
is possible that boundary deformation alone could act to
amplify the low-level mesocyclone through amplifica-
tion of the vertical velocity along a storm’s boundary.
If the distribution of SRH within the experiment pa-
rameter space is used as a proxy for the likelihood of
significant tornadoes, then it is clear that the likelihood
is maximized at neither straight nor severely kinked
hodographs. Based on the distribution of inferred
=w relative to shear direction and boundary defor-
mation, it is hypothesized that perhaps severely kinked
hodographs require too much boundary deformation to
generate a sufficiently strong low-level mesocyclone and
straight hodographs fail to produce a sufficient peak
generation through tilting.
Results presented here were from highly idealized
experiments designed to isolate the possible role of the
proposed physical mechanism in producing ‘‘favorable’’
distributions of vertical motion along gust fronts. The
generation of near-ground rotation is likely to depend
on more than just the proposed (simplistic) interaction
between a deformed gust front and the environmental
vertical shear. Nevertheless, the proposed mechanism
not only contributes to the explanation of the sensitivity
of tornado formation to low-level vertical shear but also
offers a physical mechanism that relates boundary de-
formation, mesocyclone strength, and hodograph shape
to the ultimate likelihood of tornadogenesis.
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APPENDIX
Analytic Density Current Solution
The Xu (1992) analytic density current solution used
here is a steady-state solution to the 2D energy-
conserving Boussinesq equations in an inertial frame
of reference. It assumes a homogeneous density current
confined within a rigid frictionless channel. The solution
predicts density current depth h (nondimensional) based
on the vertical shear a. The dependence of h on a is
illustrated by the black curve in Fig. 2. In the absence of
shear, the Xu solution reduces to the Benjamin (1968)
solution: the density current occupies half of the domain
(h 5 1/2).
Although the analytic solution is used herein to rep-
resent the dependence of vertical motion on the envi-
ronmental vertical shear, the solution does not explicitly
predict vertical velocity since the balance between mo-
mentum advection and horizontal pressure gradient
force (mass–momentum balance) on which the solution
is based is a bulk–global property of the flow (Xu and
Moncrieff 1994). Thus, the resulting solution is in-
dependent of the shape of the density current head re-
quiring only a balance between the far-field conditions
upstream and downstream of the current’s leading edge.
A numerical density current solution is required to de-
termine the head geometry (Xu 1992; Xu et al. 1992).
The analytic solution also does not account for
system-relative motion within the density current; thus,
no vertical motion is assumed to exist on the dense side
of the gust front. However, as reflected in Fig. 3b, a
strong direct relationship exists between the nondimensional
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vertical velocity behind the density current gust front
[max( ~wb)] and ~h.
Although the analytic solution assumes a steady-state
density current, observed and numerically simulated
density currents have been found to possess transient
eddies generated along the density current interface that
result in turbulence and kinetic energy dissipation,
nonhydrostatic pressure gradients or momentum fluxes
within the source of dense air that cause accelerations
within the cold pool, and lobe and cleft instability along
the density current’s leading edge produced by surface
drag (Simpson 1972). Nevertheless, as illustrated by the
numerical simulations presented above along with those
of Xu et al. (1996, 1997) and Xue (2000), the gross be-
havior (e.g., depth, propagation speed) of dynamic 2D
density currents is consistent with the analytic solution.
The analytic solutions that were built upon the origi-
nal Benjamin (1968) solution also assume that the sys-
tems are accurately represented by the incompressible
Boussinesq approximation. This assumption has a sig-
nificant impact on the density current solution for con-
trol volumes intended to represent the depth of the
troposphere (Bryan and Rotunno 2008). Xue et al.
(1997) and Xue (2002) argue that the inversion often
found above a well-mixed planetary boundary layer
could act in a way similar to the rigid lid assumed for
the analytic solution. Thus, the effective domain of
the density current would be the shallow O(1) km layer
below the inversion where the Boussinesq assumption is
justified.
Although the Xu (1992) solution dictates that the
nondimensional density current depth is solely con-
trolled by the vertical shear, Xue et al. (1997) and
Houston andWilhelmson (2011) demonstrate the depth
of the source of dense air from which the current
originates also modulates density current depth. Spe-
cifically, they argue that if the source of dense air is
‘‘insufficient,’’ the density current will not attain the
depth supported by the environmental shear (and other
free parameters).
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